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EDITORIAL- _.
This is the first issue of rocus New~letter, a journ~l of current

event~ and ~ction pUblished by the Comwittee of Ccnadi~n Communists.
We plan to pUblish 6 issues a year.

The Co~ittee of Canadian Co~unists came into being on April 15, 1979,
in Re<;' ina •

It is not a political party and is running no candidates in this
election c~mpaign. ~e ~~v~nce OU~ pr09ram as a contribution to strength
enin9 the vote tor the candieates of th~ C~nunist Party of C~naaai where
the Communi~t eandic~tes are not runnin~,for t~e candidates of the New
Oemocr-atic Party.

We C~~~ ~nto existence as a Committc~ 25 e result of differences with
in the COll'Jl'lunist Party of Canada - diffe:rences it Pas becoJic impossible to
resolve under existing co!1diticns within the :Party.

Some of ou~ mem~ers ~re no lcnqer. ~e~bers of the Communist Party of
Canada. Nonetheless, it is our. wi.•'S" - and intent::i.on - to perticinate in
struggle tor ~ socialist Car..ac,Aj aVId it is thr.ow'}h ttl":! ne'illy .fon:1ed Com
mittee of' Cana~ian Commu~i6ts that ~~ i~tend to d~ i~.

~ ~~~e certain positjon~ clear'

* We ar.e for the Ccm~unist: Party of Canada;

* We carryon the Leninist traditions ana oractices of Tim Buck. We are
his i~~eritorSI and will do our utmo~t to further his wo~k in the coura·
geous, cr.oentive, pllr.tisan and steae'fast manner 1Ilh i":'1 chat.racterised his
work for GocialismJ

* ~e Are trUQ prQletari~n int~r~atio~~lists; we defend the Soviet Union cS
the bulmrk of ·.rorld oocialismi

* It is OUT. task to organize class 3tr.u99le, to develop an understandin~

in the ~r~ing-class t~at their. struqcles must be directed, not only
against individual employers, but also against ~~e entire class of
capitalists anti the gO~Te~nljl.en~s wh;i.ch support that c.!.as.s. The _to.'Orking
t:lass ey.presses the 1nteJ:e5t~ o£ th~ Whole people.

* We brir.q socialist ideels to the wo.,:"king-class and conne-:;t the ""orkinlJ
clasg Wi~h Jocialist convictio~Si

* W"" 'W'Qrk for. the actual 1:'1Jild:i.!1g of a broad, anti-monopoly coalition, uit~

the aim of curbing monopoly power a nO, 1~vin9 the 9round ~ork to ~ove on
to sociillir-:m. Labour-fer::"er unity 1'5 a. central and k~~' as?ect of anti
~onopoly uni+:y;

* We 3~ek t~ bring into ~y.istence a united organization around broad,
democratic i~sues, and i~sues which ari~e from day-to-~ay,a€fecting the
lives of the people;

* we seek t~ train young peopl~ to ~CO~A ~ble l~aders of the revolutionary
movement.,



* ~Je fight for full equality for women;

* We fiSht against racism in all its forms;

* He work fe;,r and guard the unity of the trade union movement;

* We work for a durahle and lasting peaCe based on the peaceful coexistence of countries
with differing social systems, and for world disarmament as a key factor in securing
detente.

Our journal will initiate campaigns and develop Marxist-Leninist analysis of
concrete Canadian problems, seeking to widen the scope of the political struggles of
the people~

r!e work for ~:)1id ideological unity in the Communist Movement. We are convinced
that a painful and difficult phase in the life of th~ Communist Party of Canada will be
overcome and a stron£er Com~ni5t Movement will emerge.

ltJe 3uopcrt and defend the program of the Communist
helped tofo~mulate it. Tim Buck laid its foundations.
livin~ propf~ty of the ¥orking-class.

We appEal to you for support.

p~s: O~ this Newsletter.

NOTICES

Party of Canada. Most of us
We try to make the program th~

- the ed i tors,.

S;d.ce r=o::le:lls prevent us carrying the review of YOURS IN THE STRUGGLE or the Testimonial.
N('::~t Kz.~-';lette:·.

;·UCUS NSWSLEfT:R will appear from time-to-time to deal with current issues.

In addition, ~c pla~ to pu~1ish FOCUS ON ~UURXISN-LENINISN 4 times a year as the
theoret.,i.:::21 journal of the Committee.

He need sugge::;:'ions, <:riticisms, and active help in circulating them. Our thanks to
Rll who oade this issue possible through financial contributions and suggestions.

Tick the appropriate box,

$2.50 regular ~bscription to FOCUS NEWSLETTER
----- $5.00 ~~staining subscription to FOCUS NB1SLETTER

$5.00 regular subscription to FOCUS ON MARXISM-LENINISM
~ $10, 0Q sustalOing subscription to FOCUS ON r.w.RXr.S-l-LENINIsr~

Kay n··.me and address is, (please print)

Se:ld to FOCUS at Postal Station 1IAII, McLeod Trail, Box 5HH, Calgary, Alta.
or to RJCUS, 217-1808 Smith Street, Regina, Sask.



LABOUR AND THE FEDERAL ELECTION

Working class and farm voters want the federal election on May 22nd

to result in a real change that will overcome the threat of depression. At

the same time many are deeply skeptical that it will.

The major political parties, the Conservatives, the Liberals and the

NOP, proclaim that the election of a new government, in itself, will pro

vide the answers to the country's problems.

The defeat of the ~iberals and Conservatives, or even a substantial='---"":==-=-=.- ... _. .
swing to the NDP, would dramatically underline mass popular desire for----,__c:-'...,---___ . _
progressive policies - but would not guarantee the achievement of tho~e

policies.

The crisis conditions ~n the economy and politics of the country are

deep going and permanent. Mass unemployment, wild profiteering, inflation,

poverty, racism and government corruption have become permanent features of

life in Canada in t~e 1970's, The main efforts of the Liberals and Conser

vatives is to frustrate and confuse the search for solutions. The Trudeau

Clarke road show is designed to perpetuate the myth that they represent

~ome conflicting interests when in fact they represen~ variations of the

same interests - monopoly capital.

DETENTE
means jobs

,
I, .

--~-"-!O-,-:-!7:----:--'-"'-""'-'-T_-"-"'-O"-"'-'O-'''-''''''--~ Soviet wage increase

~
ioi'~7~~ [ \=j1 nTS i Large numbers of Soviet workers will have their

dll ) wages ~aised 23-30 percent as of January 1, 1979,
the Soviet news agency TASS said Friday, Those
getting the raises wiH be teachers and work'ers in
education, health service and medical workers,
salespeople and workers in retail trade and com
munity services, The wage raise is a real one. that
is, represents a real increase in purchasing pOwer,
because there is no inClation in the USSR and prices
are stable, TASS said the wage raises will help to
promote the improvement of the system of educa
tion, health and medical care and trade from
which the entire Soviet population will gain di·
rectly.



Betrayal of Canada

The financial oligarchy which dominates the economy and politics of

~anada is a pa~~n~r~hi~ of US~~~~~~i?n~onop~~~capitalist interests.
The commanding heights of the Canadian economy are owned by US monopoly

interests. Canadian big-business makes quick and enormous profits from

this partnership. From time to time, there is friction between the part

ners, but the differences do not extend to a disagreement over the contir.ued

joint plunder of the country.

United States imperialism expanded its ownership and control o~er the

Canadian economy all through the period when Trudeau was making his most

eloquent speeches about Canadian independence. In particular, the control

of the US oil monopolies of Canada's vital energy resources has be~ome even

tighter under the Liberal administration.

The massive penetration of US capital into Canada has contributed to

the disintegration of the unity of the country. The rush of provjnc~~l

governments to sell resources to the highest bidder has created regional

and provincial rivalries that artificially divide Canadian working peop)~.

us imperialism, with the help of the Conservative and Liberal ~artie3,

has extended its domination over every aspect of Canadian life - exporting

raw materials - importing machinery and supplies - dominating the manufact

uring market - creating trade imbalances - worsening the energy crisis and

interfering in the political life of the country.
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Nationalize our resources
Wider democracy and economic renewal requires putting monopoly under

control. Nationalization of the commanding heights of economic power is

not merely an option it is a vital necessity for continued progressive

advance.

Trudeau, Cl~rke and Broadbent proclaim their concern about Canadian

unity while carefully avoiding a confrontation with the policies of the top

circles of US and Canadinn finance. It is obvious that continued leader

ship of the country by the Trudeau's and Clarkes means the continued sub

ordination of Canadian economic development to the interests of the US

Canadian financial oligarchy.

The criminal irresponsibility of big corporations in polluting large

industrial areas of eastern Canada and the Great Lakes, the chaos caused

in major cities by the ruthless land grab by the big developers, the call

ous disregard fer the investment requirements of Canadian development by

the banks and the arrogant "profit first" policy of the CPR demand that

comprehensive policies of nationalization to serve the rational development

of the economy be fought for and won. Unless nationalization of resource

industries is undertaken swiftly, especially in the energy field and in

water conservation, a threat is posed to the survival of Canada as a viable

and independent country.

Nature protected
Conservation areas and national parks constitute

ove}' four per cent of the lar.:! in the LiL'lUania'1 So\'iet
Socialist Republic, writes A. Barkaukas, Chairmal1
of the Presidium of the Lithuanian Suprem~Soviet.

Protected areas presently include more than
250,000 hectares (a hec\.<.lre is equal to a little less
than an acre) writes Barkaukas, in the magazine.
"Soviets of People's Deputies. It These areas include
170 natural preserves, many of which are bird
sanctuaries, forested areas, g-x}Qgical and zoologi
cal parks. Other natural preserves include 194 parks
set up for the study of trecs and the Republican Na
tional park, which covers an area of 30,000 hectares.

The primary mating.grounets of the wood grouse
have also: been set aside.

The Uthuanian Republicancommittee also plans
to open a third natural\.,e~.~~:{V.r~~s Barkaukas.

rJl iii ion·dollzr oxecutivcs
A research firm found that the highest ppjd cor

porate executives receive gigantic paychecks
merely because they have the power to mandate it.

Professor Wlliam Steve Albrecht and Philip
Jhin of the Boston Consulting Group, conducted a
study for the Journal of Accountancy of the 146
highest paid corporate executives'base:u on corpo
rate and IRS report", They found little or no rela
tionship between high salaries and level of perfor·
mance.

"The million-dollar-a-year salaries result from
naked power politics in the corporation or from
competition for pel":'ional and company status or
industry status," they reported.

Average corporate executive's salaries are in
the $200,000 and $300,000 range. However, a wide
range of bonuses and incentive programs'pushes
some top executives' overall pay to a milliondollars
a year.

LET'S GET ACTION ON PEOPLES NEEDS!,



Peace - Central to All Programs

For progressive advance to become a certainty, indeed, even for the

limited promises of Trudeau and Clarke to become a reality, it is necessary

to promote peace and large scale international cooperation to make possible

progress in the social, economic and cultural fields.

The prevention of world war is, today, the most important of all glob

al problems, basic to the very survival of the human race and key to the

possibility of solving any other problems.

It is a shocking fact that none of the three major parties has made

peace and a peace policy for Canada the central campaign issue. The only

references to foreign policies are those that pander to US foreign policy

objectives in the middle-east and China. Clarke is campaigning for more

taxpayers'· dollars to be spent on armament. All three parties support an

expansion of defen~e department spending. The.only party to call for a

cut in the arms budget is the Communist Party of Canada.

What underlines this conspiracy of silence among the three major

parties on the vital issues of peace? The truth is that all three have

agreed to put peace on the back burner because that issue would invite a

nation-wide debate on the ruinous effects of the cold-war on Canadian econ

omic and political development. The old-line parties would be forced to

discuss the importance of making detente irreversible as the main tendency

in international relations. To discuss peace means to invite a discussion

on the domination of US foreign policy objectives over the foreign policy

of Canada.

Leukemia linked to A-bomb
Nuclear bomb tests in Nevada during the 1950s

caused increased leukemia deaths among children
in nearby Utah, a study by the University of Utah
has concluded.

The study, conducted by Dr. Joseph L. Lyon, ot
the Utah Cancer Registry, showed that the cancer
death rate among children in southern Utah rose
2lh times since the overground tests began.

Dr. Lyon estimated that between IS and 20 chil
dren died as a direct result of the A-bomb testing.
The death rate began to rise in 1959, peaked in 1967.
and then declined after the tests went under~
ground, he said.

The study will be published Feb. 22 in the New
England Journal of Medicine.

10!
TO THE
N-BOMB



Imperialism foe of peace
BOYCOTT

SOUTH AFRICAN
PRODUCTS

Communists expose the international link between Canadian finance-cap

ital and foreign regimes of fascist terror such as those that operate in

Chile, South Africa and South America. Canadian bank capital that props

up a bloody regime in Chile will be just as ready to prop up a similar re

gime in Canada if they consider it expedient.

The Liberals and the Tories and the NDP hailed the Carter-Begin-Sadat

deal as a step toward peace. Such support pleased Carter but is a callous

betrayal of the Palestinian people and a majority of the Arab masses. The

Carter plan for the middle-east involves a huge arms build-up and an acute

aggravation of the war danger in the middle-east with the gravest conse

quences for the Israeli and Arab peoples. The Carter deal is a gift to

the arms manufacturers of the United States and is designed to protect the

~nterest of the big us oil monopolies operating in the middle-east. The

costs of re-arrning Israel and Egypt will cause a new round of inflation in

North America which US and Canadian workers will pay for in reduced purchas

ing power, cuts in social benefits and higher taxes.

The China-Washington axis in Southeast Asia is also hailed by all three

,major parties.. as a "peace" initiative. The tacit approval given to the

war of aggression launched by China against the Socialist Republic of viet-,
nam by the top circles of all three parties underlines their general agree

ment ~ith_ th~_.~-;_~~n~ _t;:n~_r:~3~~=~E"~~P7~E_0~~~_'_;;,,!~:.eign policy - anti-Sovietism,
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Fear and Pessimism vs. Optimism
The powerful forces for world peace, headed by the socialist countries,

and the dynamic peace initiatives of the Soviet Union have posed sharply

before all political parties the urgent necessity of breaking decisively

with all cold-war thinking.

In our day and age it is absurd to dispute the necessity of intensifying

cultural, scientific and economic cooperation between countries of the

world's two opposing systems.
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jobs e
.means

ETENT

The arms drive is a one way street to war. Normalizing and expanding

trade with the socialist countries will provide jobs for Canadian workers'

and markets for Canadian products and will promote peace.

The billions Canadians have been forced to pay for Canada's involve-'

ment in NATO and NORAO, for Canadian support for the US "Tar of aggression

against Vietnam and now US imperialism's gambles in the middle-east has

been a root cause of the galloping inflation that is driving down the liv

ing standards of workers and farmers. We cannot afford to waste the enor

mous economic and scientific and technical capabilities on the arms race at

a time when our people are lacking housing, schools, comprehensive medicare

and adequate facilities to care for retired workers.

The federal election is an occasion to publicly repudiate those pol

icies pursued by the pro-war factions which do not like detente nor an end

to the arms drive and work for a revival of the cold-war.

The realignment of Canadian foreign policy towards peace and disarm

ament i.s indivisible from 1 abo::, '..~goa~~....?f full employment without inflat

ion in a world at peace.



The NDP and Labour
A major shift to the NDP would be a reflection of the desire of all

Canadians who want far reaching social reforms, expansion of employment,

a reduction in prices of food and housing, for nationalization, and a re

direction of federal spending away from arms and to the needs of the people.

It would reflect that desire - but it would not guarantee the achievement

of those goals.

While large numbers of workers will vote NDP out of a deep desire for

change, it would be a serious mistake to believe that they are at the same

time underwriting or forgetting the actions of the top leadership of the

NDP in supporting wage controls.
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The call of Dennis McDemot, President of the CLC, for all-out labor

support for the NDP fails to explain to workers the limited aims of social

reformism for labor. McDermot I s horizons for labor end \,.,ith the election

of an NDP government. The lack of vision as to the transforming role that

labor can play in wresting the country from the control of the monopolies

has led McDermot and other top leaders of the CLC to subordinate labor's

interests on crucial questions to the short-term political interests of

getting votes for the NDP. The abandonment by the top leaders of the CLC

of the postal workers in the midst of a crucial strike with long-range

consequences for all workers, is dramatic proof of the inability of social

reformism to measure up to the challenge faced by labor. It underlines the

importance of exposing the inherent weaknesses in reformist labor policy
,

even at a moment when large numbers of workers support it electorally.

Failure to do that would help spread the illusion that labor can advance to

the leadership of the nation without an independent political program.



Labour's Leadership of the Nation
Independent Labour-Farmer Political Action

The notion that national leadership is an art reserved for the power

ful and rich is carefully cultivated in the educational and political life

of the country. The two-party system is the political mechanism, evolved

by the capitalist system out of the necessity to provide an appearance of

democracy but with the express aim of retaining the power ?~ high finance,

especially during periods of economic d~cline and rising social protest.

The achievement of new progressive policies based on solving the crisis

conditions caused by the decline of capitalism, calls for working class

policies of a new type. Politics of mass independent political action con

ditioned by the desire of millions of Canadians for jobs, peace and expanded

democracy in an independent Canada.

Working Class Policies
The impulse for a clearly defined working class program of action arises

out of the strike movement and out of the protests against increasing prices.

It arises out of the need to defend workers' rights to strike, picket and

organize, and it arises out of the need for a reduced work week. It arises

out of the need to defend the leaders of CUPW and all those labor leaders

and militants who find themselves framed and the victims of. no-win court

procedures. It arises out of the demand of democratic opinion to put an

end to the notoriously arrogant and illegal activities of the ReMP which

are introducing a form of fascist police state measures into the life of

the country. And, in this United Nations "Year of the Child", it 3.rises

out of the need to defend children from the threat of war. Capitalism has

made children the special victims of poverty, racism, violence and porno

graphy. A happy future for the children of Canada requires that labor take

up the fight for their special needs.

Back the Inco strikers!

SUPPORT
THE POSTAL
WORKERS

.JOBS
for everyone at

UNlCJN WAGES

DEFEND
RIGHTiO
STRIKE



Working Class Policies
Working class goals for Canada include support and solidarity for the

long struggle of the French Canadian working masses to end their second

class status within confederation and for the full recognition of the nat

ional and democratic aspirations of the democratic forces of Quebec, up tq,

and including the right to secede.

The calculated frustration of the national aspirations of the French

Canadian people by the Liberals and Tories has encouraged chauvinist forces

in English Canada and demagogic forces in Quebec.

The only force capable of guaranteeing the unity of Canada on the basis

of consistent democracy is a united working class, both English and French

Canadian dedicated to overcoming the depredations of the US-Canadian mono

polies and expressed through a new constitution for Canada, in which the

vital interests of the working class of English and French Canada would be

.guaranteed ..

JOBS
NOT

DRUGS
QU\LIT\' EDlli\TION

- THE !lIGHT TO LEARN!

Canadian youth are the hardest hit by current unemployment. The de

cline in Canadian industrial development limits opportunities for careers

and jobs. Rural young people have little hope of owning farms or finding

employment in rural communities. Education costs are rising and enrollment

is being cut back. Youth want jobs - not drugs; apprenticeships, upgrading

and technical training - not dead-end jobs and unemployment. The young

people have resisted the attempts of monopoly to brutalize them and condi

tion them to accept an existence without a future. In increasing numbers

young people are joining unions where they are an important factor in de

manding more militant and consistent class struggle policies by labor.

The demands of the youth for jobs and oppo~!unity is a pace-setting factor

in today's struggles.



I
·IACISM.anclREPIESSK>N!

Working class goals for Canada include support and solidarity in

action with the struggles of the Indian, Metis and Dene geople for full

equality 0f opportunity and an end to racist oppression and for full dig

nity expressed in recognition of the cultural, linguistic and national

democratic rights of Canada's original inhabitants. The survival of the

Native Peoples' of Canada has been in the face of past government policies

of genocide and present day policies of criminal neglect of solemn treaty

obligations and agreements. The determination of the Native People to re

dress past wrongs and open up a new period of progressive struggles is a

powerful force for democratic and peoples' advance.

PRODUtTtDW R"n.-l

fv'v/\/~
/ ~~~

WHICH ONE OF YOU SUGGESTED
lAYING OFF A1ANAGE.ME/VT.'

International
Year of the Child.

"11 television contlnu.' '0 teech
violenc. and agV'euion, our (hildren
wlll grow up into brutal, egg,.uiv.
end yiolen! edulh•.. ,

"W.',. leeching our children 10 ec
eep! aggrenion e, Ihe u'uel wey 10
dee! wilh eech other."" Ihet the most
effecliye solulion to conflict Is through
yiol.nce"", th"t it's " b.lle, method
of behning then ,•••oning,"

In all of_~he ~?vements for p~og:e~~ women, e~pecially working women,

are setting the pace. Wom~n are emerging in the labor, farm and peoples'

movements as the most consistent fighters for the social needs of the

people. Equal pay for equal work, and the opening up of all avenues of

endeavour to women is on the working class agenda for social advance. The

protection of the family and the welfare of children requires free univer

sally accessible child care facilities for all working mothers. The de

gradation of women in today's fascistic pop culture provides millions of

dollars in profits to the porn merchants and is a corrupting influence on

the young - and must be stopped by public pressure and legislation.



Labour-Farmer Political Action
Canadian farmers have responded to the attempts of the big monopolies

to charge high prices for goods and low prices for farm production with

tractor demonstrations, boycotts and the organization of several farm

movements which demand a new deal for farmers. The boom and bust cycle

in agriculture is resulting in fewer and fewer farms and a shift o{ the

rural population to the cities in search of jobs.

Workers and farmers are the victims of_the_ eric~_~~nip_ul~tionsof the

big food chains, fertilizer and farm im2~~ment ~anufacturers. The demand

for an expanding market for agricultural production is linked with the need

to expand the Canadian economy as a whole. Overcoming malnutrition among

the one-third o£ Canadians who live below the poverty line in itself would

demand an expansion of farm production. Making Canadian agricultural pro

ducts accessible to the hungry of the world based on trade policies that

would meet the needs of these countries could keep Canadian farms producing

and require an expansion of agriculture.

Only farmers themselves, acting in cooperation with workers, can put

an end to the corruption mounting

Only farmers themselves, acting in cooperation with workers, can put

an end to the corruption and mounting problems caused by the big agricult

ural monopolies. The monopoly inspired falsehood that all the problems

of the farmers are caused by high wages, and all the problems of workers

are caused by the high prices farmers get, would not succeed, if labor and

farm movements unite in a common struggle for common goals.

Trade With the Soviet Union

What experts in the capitalist world cannot bring them
selves to admit is now a plainly evident tact: in Socialism
the farmers and workers, with their scientists and planners,
have achieved a fargreatEtr Increase In agricultural output
than has ever been won by farmers in the free-enterprise
world.

YOLl remember how our media used to gloat over USSR
buying gra-in in Canada (and USA). We were toldaclear and
evident fie . .. that Moscow had to buy our wheat in order to
feed Soviet people ... "Socia/ism has failed even to supply
enough bread!" Thefact is (known to all the liars) that what
Soviet people still don't have enough of isn't bread, it is
meat. And they buy our grain to increase theircatlle·fodder
base.

A dozen years ago, Soviet people eQuid buy only 90
pounds of meat (per person. babies Included) per year.
Last year their stores sold them 125 pounds .•. and the
population had soared by 28 million people! So you see
they're not doing too badly with meat.



ISmall business

Large numbers of Canadians earn a living from owning or working for

small business interests. These interests require a rpady supply of low

interest credit as well as protection from the monoploy profiteering of

big suppliers and high transportation costs. High on the demand list of

small business interests is tax reform that would enable th~m to operate

in competition with monopolies. There is no future for small busj~ess

based on anti-labor wage cutting and intensification of labor. The only

way forward for small business is through a fight for anti-monopoly p~o

grams that would guarantee their ability to operate and provide the peo;l].G

who work for them with standards established by organized labor.

WOMBli
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rjO GUIDELINES FOR EXECS
The Financial Executive Institute reports that the average

salary for chief executive officers of manufacturing firms in 1978.
'N~S $251,000, an increase of 12,1 oerr.p.!'1t. nv~r 1977
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The Communists and Socialism
The steps to power for labor require utilizing the federal election

campaign to convince every working class voter that only if labor leads

the nation can working people win.

The Communist Party of Canada pioneered from the earliest days of its

formation the conception of independent working class action as the indes

pensible ingredient for popular advance. Communists clearly delineate the

limits and oppor~unities of one election ca~paign outlining to working

class voters the connection between today's struggles and the goal of soc

ialism.

Communist policy emphasizes all of those goals which when fought for

contain the vital elements of working class experience that are necessary

to assist the workers to move to the next important stage of the class

struggle. That is why the struggle for peace, for a genuine understanding

of the advances in the socialist world, is the very essence of Communist

work. That is why Corrmunists don't put peace and detente on the back

c'_~rr.er. COlT'IDunists are up front in explaining and popularizing the vast

superiority of th~ socialist system over the capitalist sy~tem. The Com

1n~nists do not give up the fight for socialism to any hare-brained ultras

or ~·'aste time pondering socialism's historical untimeliness.

Sccialism is on the agenda of Canada - because Canada needs socialism:

Right now:

Long ago Commu:d.st.J understood that the :o:'oad to cocialism would re

quire the building of broad alliances of working people, popular coalitions,

~conomic political electoral formations for workers and farmers to challenge

and ultimately defeat monopoly. Many of those formations are in the making

end many must be organized. Those formations often arise out of the struggle

for short-range goals, and reforms that workers urgently require. At the

sam~ time the working class has indicated its readiness to fight for ad

vanced reforms such as a guaranteed-annual income, for retirement at sixty,

for the thirty hour week with the same take-horne pay, for workers' control

over automation and now the rising demand of workers all across the country

fer polici~s of nationalization.



LET'S GET ACTION ON PEOPLES NEEDS!
Increasingly the struggles for short-term aims become broadened into

0P~!1 warfarr;o with mono!Joly on a ...:!1.o1c ':ront of struggle. Such was the case

in t~e struggle against wage controls which rapidly develo~ed into a nat~on

wide confrontation between labor Cl:ld bi'] _busin~ss ewer natio:-w.l eco!l.omic

goals. Such is the" cas~~ with the ?ostal workers and the pcrs.?cution of the

CUI'\-! lead!:?rs. Tho:; INca strike reverberates. througlotout th<? country and hilS

elevated the d~mand for nationalization to a topic of national discussion.

Corrununists fight for an ~x!=,ansion of dcmoc:r""cy for the working Cl."155,

because \iide dc:nocracy is the best 9uar.1.ntee of social advance. At the

same ti~c Communists do not uttempt to ~rettify ca~italism and create

illusions about the nature of the capitalist class and its unlimited cap

acity :or treachery and violer-ce.

This reality underlines the Communist ~arty's clnss ~nproa~h to uemo

cracy. ~h~ struggle tor a parlidmenta~y m~jority o£ workers, f~r~crs and

• progressive forces is necessary not. so i\luch to !'reserve ""hi\t is, but to

begin 'to '''ark for the future of C~!n:"t.di\ which ,'!ill be ~omcthin:: b.;tt~r
•

t~an we have now, thdt will includ~ a vast cx?onsion of 6cmoc~acv for,
worJtir..l?' p~ople and a correspondin(,' curbing of the power o~ mononoly.

~1~.:, ~_~~ldi~? of seventy-one candic1at~s in t~e federal 'Zlecti?~.. ~i". ~

the Communist Party of Canada is <\ significant ilchi~vement and can be th~
--'..
.vi tal ingredient t.!lat will e!'l.~ble l:.l\(~ wor:-:.-.:'rs _to identi~,:, the ?te!J~ ~orw.;tril

after the election.

ON MAY 22 VOTE

IVOTE COMMUNIST!
•



Act!ON ON PB..')PLE'S NEEDS

There could be a flourishing economy and rising prosperity for all. The potemtial for
development is there. Canada possesses colossal natural wealth. The fight for
economic development and trade is a fight for permanent jobs, for peace and for
Canadian independence from U.S. monopoly domination of our political anc econommc affairs

* Taxes could be lowered and s~rvices maintained.
* Schools can be brought up to high standards.
* Public transport can be improved and made cheaper an_ more accessible~

* It is possible for everyone to have a good, well-paying job.

But any changes truly representing the interests of the lower and middle income people
reauires massive public pressure.

A NEW FOREIGN FOLICY

The objectives of a neH foreign policy should be to replace integration with, . United
States Imperialism and its drive to expand arms production and war with a new foreign
policy based on peacefUl co-existence, world disarmament and unrestricted trade with all
countries.

The bright promise of a happy f~ture cannot be realised unless we win a durable and
lasting peace and disarmament, a cut in the arms budget which will release enormous
sums of money to provide for peoplets needs.

A NEW CANAclAN CONSfITlJfIOIl

The main purpose of a new constitution, which should be written in Canada and adopted .y
a constituent convention democratically representative of the two nations, is to provide
the constitutional framework for a completely voluntary partnership of Camada1s two
nations. To do this is an indispensible condition for Cana.ars survival as an indepe~,

dent state. The adoption of a new IImade in Canada ll constitution will, in itself, be an
assertion of sove4eign indepensence.

A NEH CANADIAN ECONOMIC FOLlCY

* Establish a government department for the purpose of introducing a program of recon
struction which woule solve regional problems of underdevelopment, which would serve the
real needs of all the people no matter where they live and work.

Develop Canada 1 s northland, preceded by satisfying the just demands of the Native peoples
Tapping the resources of the North is a key link in solVing the economic problems of
Canada as a whole.

Press for large-scale national development of electrical energy as the power base for
industrial expansion. Nationalise the entire complex of power-related industries and
resourCes to serve the needs of the people, instead of using them solely as a source
of profits for the monopolies.

Repatriate ownership of Canada I 5 natural resources by nationalization, to be exploited
only under government license.

~~ Planned, systematic increase in people t5 flurchasing power.
* Expand trade with the socialist and neWly indepen.ent countries.
~< Bring the monopolies under p.1blic controL



Reshape industry with a view to the more sparing and economic use of raw materials. A
massive clean up of ecological pollution. Nuclear development under public ownership.
Special safety committees and multiple safety ~stems for back-up in event of failura
problems. Consultations and cooperation with the Soviet Union whose safety systems are
the most advanced in the world.

* REORGANIZE THE FINAlCIAL S%1'EM

Make the financial system serve people's needs providing the capital for development, to
build low-cost decent housing, to expand industrial development, to finance exports and
imports.

* COMPLETE SOCIAL SECURITY FOR ALL

A national labour code firmly establishing labour's rights to bar!ain collectively and
to strike. A national minimum wage which ra ises th! poverty line. Shorten the work
week to 32 hours, same tak~ ·home pay. E qual pay for equal work and equal job
opportunities for women.

Defend medical care, no deterrent fees, and no opting out by doctors.

A senior citizen's bill of rights. Abolish poverty and racism. He-organize the
taxation system to relieve those least able to pay •

., THE PROS;oERlTY OF AGRICULTURE TO BE A DIRECT GQVERIJI'IEN! RESPONSIBILITY

Parity prices for all farm products. Control monopoly gouging of farmers. A guaranteed
annual income. Expand all export markets for farm products. Encourage and expand
C2n~dian production of agricultural products. A transportation system to serve the needs
of formers and export markets. Defend and implement a system of orderly marketing of
all fa~ products. Nationalise the big transpoltation, chemiqal, food processing
and fuel monopo·Hes.

Pure food laws to safeguard the fullest use of agricultural products, against industrial
substitutes and additives.

UNITY OF THE PROGRESSIVE FORCES, LED BY LABOUR, 110ULD IRING INfO
EXISfENCE A MIGf!fY THRUSf FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS. BROAD PEOPLE'S UNITY
COULD WIN FULL EMPLOYMENf, CANADIAN I NDEPENDENCE FRO~l rHE WMINATIQN
OF UNITED Sf4TES 11ONOPOLY, A NEH CONS1'IT\ITION, AND A PEACE FOLlCY.

A MIGHTY COALTTION OF THE PEOPLE ,SOULD BE INVINCIBLE

Editor-in-chief, D. Currie
Managing editor, D. Raichman
Contributing editor, W. Beechinc
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